Seminar

Intelligent Distributed Systems

Dr. Karl-Heinz Krempels, Christian Samsel, Christoph Terwelp, Sevket Gökay
Organisation

Timetable:
08.11.2013 First outline and literature references
06.12.2013 Submission of the written paper
07.05.2014 Submission of the slides
12.02.2014 block seminar (9am-12am, 1pm-5pm)

all group meetings take place in 5053.10
Organisation

Paper:
• 15 - 20 pages
• LNCS format (LATEX!)

Presentation:
• 30 min.
• mandatory attendance in all presentations
Topics

1. Gamification for mobile applications

Advisor: Christian Samsel
Topics

2. Distributed Databases: Google's Megastore

Advisor: Sevket Gökay
Topics

4. VDV Kernapplikation

Advisor: Dr. Karl-Heinz Krempels
Topics

5. Rule description languages used in RBS
6. Pattern matchers used in RBS

Advisor: Christoph Terwelp
Overview

• 1. Gamification for mobile applications
• 2. Distributed Databases: Google's Megastore
• 4. VDV Kernapplikation
• 5. Rule description languages used in RBS
• 6. Pattern matchers used in RBS